
Advances in Genomic Analysis

Development of sequence variation graphs and 

graph-based software for genomics studies
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Motivation: My WGS Results

• Li–Fraumeni syndrome is a rare hereditary disorder that predisposes carriers to cancer development.

• The call was based on a single read carrying the mutation, in 30X sample!

• Senior doctors call for crackdown on home genetic testing kits -- The Guardian, UK,  21 July 2019

- “... following an influx of patients who have been wrongly told they are carrying dangerous mutations linked to 
cancer or other devastating conditions”
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Incorporate Known Genomic Variation To Improve Analysis 

WGS Compute Graph BWA+GATK VG+GATK

HG001 sample

(50X)
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($$)
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BWA

NA19782 Low Coverage Sample (chr14:23889445)

Knowledge of insertion improves read mapping. 
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Seven Bridges Global Graph Reference

• Global Graph Reference is recommended for general WGS/WES analysis

• Versions provided for results based on GRCh37 or GRCh38

• Augmented with relevant genomic variation for more specific analysis, e.g. subpopulations, diseases

VARIANT SET CURATION AND HARMONIZATION

1000 Genomes Simons Diversity Mills Indels Clinical Variants

+

Global Graph Reference

Reference 

Assembly
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Genome Graphs Discover More… Accurately 
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WGS Accuracy Benchmarks

VARIANTS MISSING FROM GIAB BENCHMARK TRUTH SET

GIAB Sample Total FP Calls Validation Targets Sanger Sequenced Validated!

HG001 2,044 351 294 187 (63.6%)

HG002 2,107 598 510 306 (60%)
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Syndip Benchmark Dataset

• Benchmark variants identified from de novo PacBio assemblies of two homozygous human samples

• Two heterozygous samples synthesized by mixing Illumina short reads from these two samples

• All WGS pipelines typically identify small variants with great accuracy

• Graph pipeline is able to identify longer indels

Size distribution of correct INDEL callsSize distribution of benchmark INDEL calls
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SV Graph Reference for Unified SV detection

• SV Graph Reference constructed by adding ~80K sequence resolved SVs (‘HGSV callset’)  to our Global Pan-Genome 
Graph Reference..

• Results for sample HG00514 (18X Illumina) are presented here. 47% sensitivity for deletions and 14% for insertions. No 
inversions in the sample. Compares favorably with Manta.

• Manta SV callset generated from Graph mappings shows higher sensitivity to HGSV callset.

HGSV overlap

Cumulative SV Distribution for HG00514 Accuracy of SV Calls for HG00514
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Bespoke Graph References
Results and Case studies
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Personal Graphs Increase Somatic Variant Calling Sensitivity

• Hypothesis: accurate determination of germline sample should lead to more accurate somatic calls

• Workflow constructs a Personal Cancer Graph comprising germline variants comprising the normal 
genotype, optionally augmented with known somatic mutations.

• Graph Somatic Pipeline maps normal and tumour samples against the given graph, and passes the BAMs 
to the new Graph Somatic Variant Caller

Germline VCFGraph WGS 

Pipeline
Construct Graph

Personal Cancer Graph

Normal sample

Reference

Pan-genome Graph

Somatic VCFGraph Somatic 

Pipeline
Normal sample

Reference

Driver mutations

Tumour sample
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Personal Graphs Increase Somatic Variant Calling Sensitivity

• Tested on a simulated tumour sample, comprised of reads from the two biological samples used to 
construct the syndip dataset, mixed in 60:40 ratio.

• Also tested on a hypermutated tumour-normal pair with 2,139 known functional somatic mutations.

• Graph pipeline exhibits high sensitivity to somatic mutations.
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Pedigree Graphs for Accurately Genotyping Families

• A graph-based pipeline tailored for consistent variant calling in a family trio.

• Utilizes knowledge of parents’ genotype as tailored reference for genotyping the child

• Takes advantage of GATK joint genotyping for consistent variant calls

Parent 

VCFsGraph WGS 

pipeline
Graph Creation

Parents 

Graph

Pan Genome graph

Reads (parents)

Reference

GVCFs
Graph WGS 

pipeline

Joint Calling 

Pipeline
Joint VCFReads (parents, child)

Reference
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Pedigree Graphs for Accurately Genotyping Families

• Tested on 3 family trios from Kids First Study

• Graph pipelines identify extra ~300K consistent SNPs and ~45K INDELS on average, than GATK 

• Trio pipeline improves upon the simple joint called variant calls from graph pipeline, calling 
~37.5K more consistent SNPs and ~16.5K INDELs

Runtime
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Pipeline Improvements
Performance, accuracy and compatibility
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Pipeline Improvements

Annotation 

compatibility with 

GATK4 VCFs, 

simplifying 

migration.

GVCF capability to 

support workflows 

reliant on joint 

genotyping.

Aligner generates 

sorted, indexed 

and deduplicated 

BAM files, saving 

~30 minutes of 

compute for 50X 

sample. 

Why do other read 

mappers not do this? 

We don’t know.

Improved mapping 

algorithm for reads 

originating from 

complex genomic 

regions, e.g. 

inversions, 

repeats.
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Pan-Genome Graph References Available Today

Learn more about graph references

Rakocevic, Goran, et al. Fast and accurate genomic analyses using genome graphs. Nature Genetics, 2019.

Access to the Pipelines

For more information on how to leverage the graph references, please visit sevenbridges.com/graph. 
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